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To play, move tablets across gameboard and attempt to capture all of
your opponent’s blank tablets. If you jump over an opponent’s tablet,
in any direction, you capture it. Remove it from the gameboard and set
it aside.

ITEMS NEEDED
One game board with 64 squares in an 8x8 square. Two sets of 16
tablets. One set is black, and one set is white. Each set includes 8 blank
tablets and 8 symbol tablets. The symbol tablets include 2 waterfall
tablets, 2 tornado tablets, 2 tree tables, and 2 flame tablets.

OBJECT
Capture all your opponent’s blank tablets from the gameboard.

GAME SETUP
Take 16 tablets of the same color and place them on the 16 squares in
the first two rows in front of you. Your opponent does the same.
You may place your tablets in any configuration you wish. Both players
must begin placing tablets at the same time. The player who finishes
placing their tablets first gets to take the first turn.

HOW TO PLAY
On your first turn, you may move the tablet of your choice as many
squares as you wish. After the first turn, tablets can only be moved one
square (up, down, or diagonal) at a time. (See Special Rules for Symbol
Tablets for Exception.)
Tablets can be placed on top of each other with no more than 6 tablets
on a square at a time. If tablets from both players are on a square,
either player can move the pile of tablets on their turn.
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When you “prompt the final fight” you must capture at least one blank
tablet from your opponent on every single turn until you capture them
all and win the game. If you prompt the final fight and fail to capture a
blank tablet on each turn, your opponent may capture any three of
your remaining tablets.

SPECIAL RULES FOR SYMBOL TABLETS

Waterfall Tablets: When placed on top of flame tablets, it makes the
flame tablets vulnerable to capture.

Air Tablets: When placed next to an opponent’s tablet, it forces the
opponent’s tablet over one space in the opposite direction. This does
not count as a turn for the opponent.

Tree Tablets: Can move up to three squares in any direction on one
turn.

Flame Tablets: Invincible to capture (unless covered with a waterfall
tablet).

FINAL FIGHT
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